Who’s your baby? • See & honor your child’s unfolding development
RIE® Parent-Infant Guidance™ Classes

offer individual attention to both parent(s) and child in a
safe and challenging play space for observation and
demonstration based on The Educaring® Approach.
RIE® Certified classes for families with children from
birth to age two are held in a peaceful setting that
encourages babies and young toddlers to become
attentive, active explorers. But it’s not just child
development…
Parents develop too, and are the natural experts,
learning from their own child, other parents and babies
as well as from the parent educator/facilitator.
““I have been able to use so much in my life that I learned in RIE®. It
enlightened me about my own childhood, and about me as an adult, and a
parent. I am more able to separate my own feelings and shortcomings from
the experience of my child. I think I have become more patient with myself
and with my child (age three).” – RIE® parent

CLASSES meet weekly for 1.5 hours in
eight-week sessions limited to six to
eight infants at a similar stage of
movement development and their
parents Classes are held in Ojai and
10400 Wilshire Blvd.WLA 90024
1943 Meiners Rd, Ojai 93023
323-651-0022
www.authenticbabies.com
www.rie.org

“Encourage your
child’s natural
abilities from the
very start.” Magda
Gerber, Your SelfConfident Baby

Become the parent
you can be - a
caring observer of
your child. Gain
confidence in
yourself and trust
in your baby’s
unique ability to
show you the way
to nurture and
respect him/her.

“You’ll see
infants with
new eyes.”

Magda Gerber,
Founding
Director,
Resources for
Infant Educarers®
(RIE®)

Create an optimum
home environment for
parents’ needs as well
as the baby’s secure
development - without

expensive toys or
equipment - that can

provide BOTH freedom
and clear limits to
promote secure
attachment, harmony
and self-awareness.

Elizabeth Memel, M.A., an infant
– toddler development specialist,
and Certified RIE® Associate
since 1985, is an adult educator
and author who studied with
RIE®’s founder, Magda Gerber,

